The use of decision aids in the context of decisions about trial participation is an emergent field. There is a lack of evidence about what information different stakeholders deem important for decisions about informed consent for clinical trials, and whether different groups agree on information. Therefore, the objective of this study was to determine items that different stakeholder groups view to be important for inclusion in a decision support tool for clinical trial participation; with a view to use these as a framework for developing decision support tools in this context.

A modified Delphi method was used to determine agreement on importance of items. The 'expert\' panel was made up of 49 individuals from 5 groups: 11 trialists; 6 research nurses; 7 ethics committee chairs; 9 decision support experts and 16 patients (9 trial experienced and 7 trial non-experienced). Two rounds of rating were completed. Items with a median of 7-10 with ≥65% of any one group in agreement were considered important for inclusion.

The expert panel achieved consensus on the majority of items included (60/66), agreeing that these were important for inclusion in a decision support tool for trial participation. These included items covering: information about trial participation and standard care; information on the likelihood of receiving different treatments; information to help patients\' determine what matters most to them; ensuring the information is balanced; guidance on how to make a decision; disclosure of any conflicts of interest; using plain language in the tool and guidance on the development process Some areas of divergence amongst the panel were also identified relating to the use of patient stories.

Agreement was obtained on a number of items, which could be used as a framework to develop tools to support decision making about participation in clinical trials.
